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1. Social-emotional climate stem from ___ and ___which places great importance on 
interpersonal relationship

     	      social and political

     	      biological and scientific

     	--->> counselling and psychology

     	      philosofy and psychology

2. ___approach is one that employs explanation, discussion and reasoning to help 
students understand how to develop control over their behaviuors so as to do ther right 
thing at the right time without any threat or punishment

     	      authoritarian

     	      democratic

     	      permissive

     	--->> socio emotional

3. Discipline is always concerned with regulating or changing___

     	      position

     	--->> learning

     	      approach

     	      behaviour

4. Studying cannot be successful unless___occurs

     	      memorising

     	      emphasis

     	--->> understanding

     	      associate

5. ____of work means an act of going over work done previously with aim of improving 
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one's knowledge, typically for an examination

     	      time

     	      study

     	      guide

     	--->> revision

6. Which  of the discipline is the opposite of permissive?

     	      democratic

     	--->> authoritarian

     	      behavioural

     	      internal

7. All are reasons why people study except

     	      to gain knowledge in  a particular area

     	--->> to gain popularity in school

     	      to develop peoples personalities

     	      to maintain a well informed state of mind

8. ___of stuents as well as the physical resources available in the classroom is an 
essential element that brings about good study habit

     	--->> organisation

     	      time management

     	      instruction

     	      monitoring

9. One of the effective key for studying is judicious management of ___

     	      location

     	--->> time

     	      condition
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     	      places

10. To ensure good note making these should be considered except

     	      cultivate good listening and writing skills

     	      make sure you review and revise your notes regularly

     	--->> non of the above

     	      attempt to write down whatever the teacher says
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